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TELECO TELAIR
ACTIVSAT 53SQ Satellite
antenna portable square
automatic LNB single 

        

   

Product price:  

1.055,00 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

TELECO TELAIR ACTIVSAT 53SQ 

TELECO TELAIR ACTIVSAT 53SQ is a fully automatic portable satellite antenna
With TELECO TELAIR ACTIVSAT 53SQ you can park your caravan under the shade of trees and
easily place the automatic ACTIVSAT system on the adjacent lawn.

TELECO TELAIR ACTIVSAT 53SQ simply open the tripod, mount the motor unit on its top, insert
the satellite antenna and connect the cable to the vehicle's external socket. The installation is
really intuitive, quick and simple and does not require additional tools.

The antenna will point the satellite in a few seconds, you can adjust the satellite antenna either
via Bluetooth using your smartphone or by simply pressing a button in the control unit inside the
caravan.

The TELECO TELAIR ACTIVSAT 53SQ antenna gives you the possibility to enter the quick
search mode, in this mode the dish limits the search to only 120°, and besides being much
faster, it saves 70% of battery power. To use this convenient mode you need to point the dish in
the SOUTH direction.

If you are not able to find the SOUTH direction, you can deactivate the Quick Search and the
System will perform a full 360° Total Search.

Each time ACTIVSAT points at a satellite, this position is stored in the system memory so the
next search will be much faster.

If someone cuts the cable, a very loud acoustic signal is emitted and an external light can be
automatically switched on.
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For safety reasons TELECO TELAIR ACTIVSAT 53SQ is closely connected to its internal control
unit via the Serial Number. All Serial Numbers are registered in a TELECO Data Base and if
someone steals or disconnects the outdoor unit without authorization, he will not be able to have
any control unit as a spare part without providing the Serial Number of the outdoor unit and his
Name. This makes TELECO TELAIR ACTIVSAT85T TWIN LNB completely unusable.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS TELECO TELAIR ACTIVSAT 53SQ satellite antenna

Squared flat antenna 53x53 cm
16 stored satellites
High definition blue OLED graphic display
SAT Button / Quick Search Button / Parking Button
Integrated Bluetooth to control the satellite antenna directly from smartphone
Very loud audible burglar alarm (91 dB), with ON-OFF switch
Additional output to connect either a very powerful external alarm siren or an external light
ON-OFF power switch
Instant software update via Bluetooth via smartphone
Weight: 10.5 Kg

Are you looking for a product with different characteristics? HERE you can find the entire
TELECO range and other specialized brands.

Images and technical data are not binding and subject to change by the manufacturer.

  

Product features:  

Diameter (Ø): 53x53 cm
Length (mm): 500
Width (mm): 530
Height (mm): 530
Type of coupling head: Mobile tripod
Product type: Satellite Antenna
Antenna orientation: Automatic
Satellites Number: 16
Weight (Kg): 10.5
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